Ibex
October 14, 2019 New Mexico
Trinity
Matthew 28:19 “Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit . . .”
Throughout the Bible our one true God is presented as three persons, although together
yet nevertheless distinguished from each other insofar as they assume objective relations
toward each other, address each other, love each other, and can interact with each other.
In Scripture these three persons are called, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Although these three persons possess one and the same divine substance, scripture
teaches us that concerning their personal existence, the Father is the first, the Son the
second, and the Holy Spirit the third. It’s difficult for our mere mortal minds to fully
comprehend, but the three persons of God is a single trinity.
As alluded to in Robin’s 2019 Oryx Hunting Story our fall has been busy. I was elated to
draw an archery ibex tag. It’s arguably the most challenging hunt in North America
emotionally, mentally and physically. Given their incredible eyesight and ability to traverse
extreme terrain easily it’s no wonder archery success rates generally hover around 5%.
Having been blessed with two prior ibex with my bow I wasn’t sure what to expect. Prior
to getting my first one I literally believed it impossible to kill one with stick and string (see
my Ibex 2013 story). After filling that tag it seemed unlikely to beat the odds again but I
did (see my Ibex 2015 story). Leading up to this hunt I waffled between feeling a threepeat to be impossible and confident I could do it a third time.
Several close friends expected me to be successful, which created a kind of pressure.
Most hadn’t a clue how difficult ibex hunting is, so receiving flippant comments like “You’ll
probably get one the first day”, “I’m sure you’ll get one” or “When you tag out on day one
you’ll have plenty of time to hunt with Robin” set unrealistic expectations of me I likely
couldn’t measure up to.

Sunsets are breathtaking in the desert southwest!
That said, this hunt was my number one focus in an otherwise action-packed fall schedule.
Long before my hunt a title came to mind: Trinity. It seemed unlikely I’d get to write another
ibex hunting success story, nevertheless that word stayed with me from the beginning. I
took advantage of day job visits to Deming several times throughout the summer by
extending each to scout during spare daylight hours, and travel home late at night.
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I explored some areas in the vicinity of prior hunts, plus branched out to new areas. I
gradually narrowed my focus to a spot that offered a viable ambush hideout and glassable
areas conducive to stalking.
In previous hunts I’d taken one billy by ambush and another by spot and stalk. While
taking any ibex with archery equipment is supremely challenging, it’s incredibly more
difficult to creep within a stone’s throw of these wary beasts than to lie in wait and I couldn’t
help but wonder if my successful stalk had been a fluke.

Vivid cactus in bloom during one scouting foray

A group of medium-sized billies sighted during another scouting trip
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A wet summer meant plenty of forage throughout the range

Stud billy
I found ibex during my scouting forays, although noticeably fewer than I’d seen in past
years. The NM Department of Game & Fish has been trying to reduce their population to
keep them contained within the Florida Mountain Range by increasing the number of
nanny rifle tags and it appeared to be working. Personally I don’t see the logic for the
population reduction as ibex don’t appear to compete with any other big game animals in
Florida Mountains (mule deer and javelina can be found in the foothills and desert floor,
but I’ve never seen ibex that low). Ibex are such an amazing animal I’d rather see more
of them; however, I’m no biologist.
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What a sight!

Cute kids and their vigilant nanny mom
When my hunt arrived I had a solid game plan after a handful of scouting trips. I decided
to hunt differently than the majority of other hunters and bivy camp partway up the
mountain to reduce the amount of climbing and descending necessary on a daily basis,
compared to camping at the base. There are pros and cons to each method. For the
benefit of reduced daily hiking and more sleep I had to haul lightweight camping gear plus
a ridiculous amount of water up the mountain. I would also be committed to hunting the
vicinity around my camp. Hunters who made forays from the base of the mountain each
day would have the luxury of more comfortable sleeping quarters, plenty of food and water,
daily showers and the ability to easily switch hunting locations if they weren’t finding ibex.
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Opening morning found me tucked into a rocky crevice I hoped to be along a travel corridor
for mostly unpredictable ibex. I ranged possible shooting distances up to 40 yards and
settled in with high anticipation. My bow was ready with an arrow nocked as the sky began
to brighten. Anticipating long hours of boredom I had hauled up a couple of books to help
pass the time: Clive Cussler’s The Jungle and Randy Alcorn’s Heaven.
Besides the warbling of a few songbirds all was still. A Canyon Wren kept me company
by poking around in nearby crevices searching for moths. Robin calls them laughing
wrens because their melodic song sounds like they are happily laughing and enjoying life.
When she was little Robin would throw back her head, open her mouth and mime a hearty
belly laugh whenever one of these cute wrens belted out a call. You can hear an example
at this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aD67Z46FHQ4
These little birds seem to prefer rocky crags and their beautiful music often echoes
throughout the canyons of our desert high country.

Canyon “Laughing” Wren searching for moths
Without warning a nanny ibex popped into view on the cliff directly across from me! I had
expected ibex to travel below and was caught by surprise. I remained frozen but the
sharp-eyed matron stared toward me so purposefully I was afraid to blink. Another ibex
appeared behind her and a small billy trotted onto the cliff face. This early in the hunt I
was hesitant to try for any of them, even had I been able to draw my bow. Despite my
hideout I felt fully exposed to their sharp eyes. For the moment I opted to remain
motionless in hopes they would relax and begin feeding downward. While the lead nanny
scanned for danger the other two began to descend toward the drainage bottom and its
green forage.
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Although small, these ibex began to move into position for a shot
Suddenly a big billy raised his head over the cliff top! I tensed hoping he would offer a
shot. He craned his neck and swung his massive head back and forth, his body language
suggesting danger. The breeze didn’t seem to be toward him, yet I sensed he smelled
something. With a rapid twirl he disappeared and the other three immediately clambered
up the rock face and disappeared in his wake. I held hope they might reappear, but it was
not to be. Something had spooked them, although I didn’t believe it had been me.
Later that evening what appeared to be the same group danced at the crest of the cliffs
above me, although I never saw the big billy and they never came farther down. After
dark I arranged some branches and a log to improve my cover and headed back to my
bivy, chalking up the day as a success with ibex well within range despite not actually
having any shot opportunities.

My bivy tent had a beautiful view
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The next morning I repeated my routine but right off the bat the weather conditions weren’t
cooperative. The air was heavy with moisture and dew blanketed everything. My
headlamp reflected off clouds and I could only see a few dozen yards in the mist. With
little else to do I sat all day with nothing sighted. Mist and drizzle made everything damp
but I had enough shelter to remain dry. I read, prayed for my family, and daydreamed
about Heaven as I worked my way through Randy’s amazing book.

My view for the day consisted of zero visibility beyond 15 yards.
The weather broke soon after dark and the stars gleamed as I ate a rehydrated dinner in
camp: “Hunter Stew” made especially for me by my sister. Despite a less than stellar day,
it had been relaxing and quiet, something to be cherished given the busy pace of life.
I decided to sit tight the following day since I had one a close call and didn’t count the bad
weather day as a valid opportunity.
Shortly after sunrise I thought I heard rocks rolling, which often indicates ibex on the move.
I sat ready and carefully scanned my extended vista thanks to clear skies, but couldn’t
located anything until just before noon when a big herd of ibex clamored down the opposite
slope nearly half a mile away. I hoped they would ascend past my hideout but they had
different plans, nervously picking their way far below me and disappearing behind a ridge.
I was able to snap a few photos and identify some good billies in the group, but they
seemed set on departing the area. I thought another hunter might have pushed them by
the way they eyed their back trail, but never sighted anybody.

Nice herd of ibex including some mature billies
That afternoon I spied a tan body while scanning the area and initially assumed it was a
nanny ibex on the opposite knob. I raised my binoculars and discovered it was a mountain
lion! I immediately realized why the ibex had acted hyper-alert and vacated the area!
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A different sort of hunter on the prowl
With a lion tag tucked in my backpack I immediately refocused my hunt. Although typically
lion season is “any weapon”, during bow season for ibex lion hunting must be with the
same weapon. I rooted in my pack for my predator call, readied myself, and began blowing
the call while I observed the lion’s reaction through binoculars. Almost immediately he
turned my way and stared, before beginning to slink my direction! I alternated calling and
trying to keep eyes on him. It was really interesting to watch him use cover to his
advantage. He crept beside and through patches of brush, weaved around boulders, and
moved purposefully in hunt-mode.
Eventually the cat came to about 80-yards, too far for a comfortable shot, but I snapped
some zoomed photos. The lion disappeared into the brush and I envisioned him
reappearing in an opening 20-30 yards away but he never reappeared. The wind was
perfect, although it’s my understanding that lions (and bobcats) actually aren’t concerned
about human scent. I hadn’t been moving and I had good cover, yet something must have
alerted him. In hindsight I suspect the red focus-assist light on my camera betrayed me.
I’ve photographed literally hundreds of animals without noticing adverse reactions but
perhaps the different eyesight of a predator had beaten me. (As a side note I’ve since
changed the settings on my camera to avoid this possible issue in the future – you might
consider doing the same).

Another hunter
I called and waited hopefully for another half hour after he disappeared to no avail. Not
surprisingly after wailing on the call for almost an hour I didn’t spot any ibex during the
remainder of the evening, but it had certainly been an exciting day!
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Over the next several days I made forays to glass from various vantages but turned up
few ibex for unknown reasons. Most of the ibex I spotted were far off on distant peaks,
and given the rugged terrain literally days away from my position. I was in a dilemma I
knew might be a possibility: my gear served as an anchor holding me to the area; moving
to a different part of the mountain range would entail a huge effort and at that point in the
hunt I was loathe to lose a day or two doing so.
A few days later I again spotted the lion longing on a shaded rock shelf. He even rested
his head on a pillow-sized boulder! I watched him for nearly an hour from a post not very
conducive to calling from, but when I finally decided to move a hundred yards for a better
setup I glanced back to discover he had moved and I never sighted him again.

Lounging lion
I theorized the lion’s presence had temporarily pushed ibex out of the immediate area;
however, the fact he remained suggested he knew ibex would return. Despite a shortterm lack of goats the area teemed with life, the vegetation rich after the moist summer.

Hummingbirds buzzed me frequently, perhaps attracted by my bright arrow fletchings
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This squirrel sentry looked like hawk dinner to me, but he never got snagged

One reason I prefer a fully-enclosed tent!

Another motivation to watch your step and fully zip your tent!
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Bright flowers and lichens on colorful rocks

Crazy fluorescent fungus on an old snag tree
Despite grinding away over the course of a week I didn’t have any close calls with trophy
ibex and it became time to decide whether to keep pushing or take a break to help Robin
hunt oryx. Ultimately we decided going after oryx was the better plan and I interrupted my
ibex hunt for a fun, if not relaxing, pursuit (see my Oryx Robin 2019 story).
After Robin’s successful hunt I was exhausted. I love to hunt, but I literally had to force
myself to reorganize my gear and return to the Floridas for the final three days of bow
season. It seemed likely I’d end up with nothing more than photos and sore muscles,
having failed to come remotely close to closing the deal after a week of effort. Ultimately
I recognized I might not draw another ibex tag until I was in my 60s given the annual
reduction in draw odds. I knew despite the temporary pain, in a week, a month or a year
I’d kick myself for giving up too soon. So after church Saturday evening I pointed my truck
southward yet again while Robin and Laurie headed home.
As the miles faded behind I mulled over options: return to the same area or branch out to
try someplace new. Pros and cons again. Eventually I decided since I would arrive late
at night any new area would require me waiting for daylight before making a game plan
and losing the bulk of a day of hunting. Returning to the previous area would allow me to
ascend in the dark since I already knew the lay of the land and being familiar with the area
would permit me to be off and running, so to speak, at daybreak.
I parked at 10pm, organized my backpack, changed into hiking clothes and began my
ascent. The full moon lit the landscape like a beacon. My initial route followed an
abandoned mining road for a few hundred yards that was too brutal even for my trusty
Tacoma. It seemed feasible to navigate the one-and-a-half track (it definitely didn’t qualify
as a two track road) sans headlamp so I began walking with it off to conserve my battery.
As I diverged from the “road” to the natural desert scape I could still see clearly. It was
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too chilly for rattlesnakes to be out and I had a good sense of where I was headed, so
ended up climbing for an hour and a half only by moonlight. I guess all those carrots from
my mom’s garden I ate as a kid paid off! I found a relatively flat spot, erected my tent, and
tucked in to sleep a bit after midnight.
I rose before dawn, shoved a breakfast burrito in my pack and headed to find a perch from
which to watch the sun rise. I found a small knob next to a rocky chute where ibex might
pass that overlooked a huge drainage I could glass for stalking opportunities.
The morning was still as the day came alive. A canyon wren’s sweet laughter echoed off
the rocks as the sun peeked over the horizon. I glassed for a couple of hours but failed to
turn up anything. Midmorning I hiked higher to look over the back side of the ridgeline.
My ascent went without incident and I carefully peered into the next drainage. I glassed
for an hour, shifting positions occasionally, but the only ibex I spotted were on a ridge far
to the west and well beyond striking distance. After turning up no possibilities I returned
to the rocky chute on the original side of the ridge.
From my higher vantage saw a stone shelf partway up the side of the chute that offered a
commanding view of everything above, so decided to perch on it for a while. I left my
backpack and other gear below and scaled the sidewall to wait. About an hour later rocks
clattered below. My new seat provided great shot upward opportunities, but everything
downhill was obstructed by boulders and the sidewalls of the stony chute in which I sat.
Initially I was unable to pinpoint the source of noise but hoped it was ibex on the move.
Twenty minutes later I glimpsed a whopper billy less than a hundred yards below
ascending toward me! A handful of billies trailed him, each one a dandy!
Because my seat wouldn’t allow any shots until the ibex passed beyond me heaed uphill
I briefly considered repositioning myself but dismissed the move as being too risky given
their proximity. The wind rose gently it appeared they would provide a shot opportunity.
The anticipation was heart-thumping. The band disappeared temporarily but I could
gauge their progress by the sound of clinking rocks approaching. Finally the horns of the
lead ibex emerged from rock outcrop below me, only 5 yards horizontally but nearly twenty
feet down and it appeared the setup might come together!
Suddenly he stopped and I heard a warning snort – what had gone wrong?! The wind
seemed perfect, I was wasn’t moving and I didn’t think any of them could see me. I
glanced upward thinking another ibex had pegged me or the lion was prowling, but saw
neither. I hoped it was only typical paranoia by the billies and they would relax and
continue but after several minutes with no movement by the leader and silence from the
rest of the group I began to worry the jig was up.
Sure enough, a few moments later I heard rocks clattering below and the visible horns
spun out of sight. I scrambled up the rock face to lay eyes on them, knowing they would
likely be beyond shooting range if I even saw them again. As I peeked over the top the
magnificent group trotted down the drainage and crossed a small ridge to disappear 250yards away. I was deflated after such a sure thing evaporated like vapor in the sun. I
descended below my backpack to assess the puzzle, then climbed along their route to
determine whether they might have seen me. As I approached the spot the lead billy had
stopped I saw it: my backpack and gear was tucked against the rock wall behind some
brush, but I had hung my purple nylon snack bag on a branch to deter any nibbling vermin
when I had forayed over the ridge earlier. A single ray of sunlight penetrated the branches
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and the bag gently swaying in the breeze made peculiar flashes of light. Just enough to
alert the sharp-eyed ibex that something was amiss. I was sick to my stomach to have
lost a golden opportunity to a simple blunder. I descended to peer over the ridge the billies
had topped but couldn’t relocate them.
The next day I decided to sit in the same place, assuming other animals might move past
the travel corridor. Again the weather was stellar: only a slight breeze, clear skies and
mild temperature. The morning hours passed with no ibex sighted and I began to question
my sanity. Tomorrow would be the last day of season. I had been away from home so
much this fall I decided if nothing appeared by noon I’d break my bivy camp and pull off
the mountain. Twelve o’clock came and went but I couldn’t tear myself away. I finally told
the Lord if I didn’t see anything by 3pm I’d call it quits and get home by a reasonable hour.
I vainly panned my binoculars hoping for a sign that my hunt wasn’t over but 3pm arrived.
I resigned myself that taking a third ibex with my bow was too much to wish for and kept
my promise to head down to the truck.
I retrieved my bivy gear and began a circuitous route that would safely lead to the base of
the range. As I dropped elevation I was at peace for giving my best while knowing I might
very well fall short of the challenge. Few hunters could have worked harder and I had left
it all on the mountain. Never the less I scanned frequently with my binoculars, even
looking back from where I had come.
As I rounded an outcrop I spied dozens of ibex lounging on cliffs across the valley! It was
perhaps the biggest group of ibex I’d ever seen, and included some monster billies! I can’t
explain it logically, but instantly I knew I was going to kill one of them. I momentarily
second-guessed myself because the odds of a successful stalk were almost laughable,
so it seemed cocky to think it was just a matter of traipsing over and getting one, but I
couldn’t shake the feeling that the Lord had been telling me all morning to quit being hardheaded so He could show me where the ibex were. And that this stalk would be worth it.
Despite being haggard and tired, there was no question in my spirit that that I had to try.

Apparently this is where the ibex had been hiding!
I kept out of sight and descended to where I could drop my excess gear for a minimalist
ascent up the opposite side of the canyon. I marked the location of my cache and began
climbing. Initially it appeared only a short climb would put me within striking range but
each step seemed to bring me no closer to my quarry. Distances can be deceiving in the
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desert southwest because pebbles look just like stones, stones look just like boulders, and
boulders look just like entire outcrops. The herd was much farther away than I first
believed. And the climb was steep, indeed brutally so. To add insult to injury my approach
was too exposed and at 200-yards I realized I would have to continue climbing far above
the ibex along the back side of a knife ridge, cross to the other side of the highest ridge,
traverse the contour to the finger ridge the herd was on, and then descend their ridge until
I was within bow range. Rather than travel halfway around a running track I would detour
quadruple that distance in unforgiving terrain. Up, up, and up I went, each painful step
ironically taking me farther from my quarry. Finally I reached the summit, took a final
glance to confirm their position, and ducked over the back side. From that point I would
be unable to see them until I was within range. I proceeded on blind faith that they would
remain there until I arrived. A tall order considering it had been well over an hour since I
first laid eyes on them and I estimated it would take another hour to close the distance.

I kept tabs on the majestic animals as I climbed

Part of my climb took me through flower patches as stunning as any tended garden
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This guy stood and stretched while showing off to the world!

Two bruisers
The majority of my descent was well covered so I moved as quickly as I dared. I kept my
eyes peeled for straggling ibex but was fairly certain every animal in the vicinity was
together in the huge herd. When I reached the knob the ibex had been on, I dropped by
pack and hiking sticks, nocked an arrow and crept up the back face. I moved slowly and
quietly. Initially the sun blazed down, illumnating everything and creating harsh shadows,
but thankfully it dipped behind some clouds, which reduced the stark contrast of my
movement’s shifting shadows. Regardless everything could blow up in a heartbeat: I was
exposed on a bare rock dome although I did my best to keep a low profile. I had no cover
to break my outline and I would be immediately skylined by ibex below me. I could only
move slowly and hope the situation went my way.
I cleared the area the ibex originally lounged and continued around the knob. I noticed a
separate outcrop separated by a deep cleft, and thought the shelf a likely place for ibex to
appear. A nearby boulder was the perfect height, so I took a seat and I ranged the angle
compensated distance at 34-yards sharply down, and then waited for a moment in hopes
something would move.
Less than a minute later a nanny poked her head around the outcrop below and instantly
snorted at me! Dang it! I was still and at best all she could have seen was the top of my
face, fully camouflaged, plus the top part of my camouflage bow, which I had doctored
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with flat paint. I was confident she didn’t have enough concern to blow out immediately,
but the situation was dicey. I mentally prepared for action. A few seconds later a small
billy stepped out beside her. Part of my brain screamed a broadside shot at a billy wasn’t
something to pass up, after all my goal was to take a third ibex with archery tackle, an
achievement I’d never heard of: the other part of my brain whispered there were bigger
billies in the herd and frankly the little billy didn’t get me all that excited.
Just then big horns rose below the nanny and instantly I knew this was the one! I drew
my bow and settled in as he halted near the nanny. My view was straight down on his
back: his head faced away from me and rump toward me. I felt incredibly calm. I centered
my 30 and 40 yard pins on his vitals, confirmed my lower cam was clear of rocks due to
the steep angle, double-checked my bow level and squeezed the trigger!

My shot view from above
CRACK! I hit the billy solidly. At first glance my arrow’s lighted nock appeared to be a
little rearward, about where my 40-yard pin had been, but he staggered and disappeared.
I heard chaos: rocks clattered, tumbled and echoed, hooves scratched and scraped. It
sounded like half the mountain began coming down below me! I scrambled forward
hoping to see what was happening but the animals were hidden and it was impossible to
see beyond the vertical overhang I upon which I perched.
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My shot position viewed from the side and below
The racket shifted to my left and sounded farther away so I repositioned in an attempt to
see “my” billy. I stretched prone as far as I dared and spotted the herd galloping down the
steep slope below the cliffs. I looked for any sign of a wounded billy but it was chaotic
with nearly fifty animals charging away. I focused my attention on the mature billies but
couldn’t discern one limping, lagging or otherwise hit. I took it as a good sign; hopefully
mine was dead somewhere in the crevasses below me. The herd slowed and ascended
a small ridge before disappearing. I sat dumbstruck that I’d actually killed a third ibex!
Just when I thought it was over everything had fallen into place like a script.
I had about 45 minutes before dark to retrieve my backpack and search for the billy.
Despite being less than 40 yards away I burned every bit of daylight just to reach the hit
location. I had to detour far below and then ascend to pick my way around sheer cliffs. At
the hit location I couldn’t find any hint of blood, hair or other indication of the impact. I was
certain my arrow had full penetration and equally so it had been fatal. It was nearly
impossible to follow their apparent route, so again I had to creep to the edge of vertical
faces and peer over, hoping to either see my glowing nock or a dead ibex. It was grueling
and I was physically and emotionally drained. To search even a small area required a
huge effort: ascending, descending, and scaling laterally, with major detours around faces
too dangerous to negotiate.
I had taken the shot about 5:40 and by 9pm I was about ready to give up for the night and
try again by daylight. Finally I found the back half of my arrow. The nock had somehow
turned itself back off even though it had glowed during flight. Yet despite searching a
radius around the arrow I failed to find tracks, blood, or any other evidence. By 9:30 I
couldn’t solve the puzzle and had to call it quits. I texted Laurie and a coupe close friends
frequently with my progress, or lack thereof. All of them provided encouragement and
offered suggestions, serving as a sounding board for me to work on unraveling the riddle.
I retrieved my bivy gear and was worn out by the time I reached the truck just before
midnight. I slammed an electrolyte drink, gobbled a snack and fell asleep in the bed of
my truck to the melody of crickets and a pair of horned owls hooting in the bright moonlight.
The next morning my mountain ascent drove home how steep the Florida Mountains are
as it took me well over an hour to reach the spot where I had found half of my arrow.
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Daylight didn’t reveal any additional clues, so I continued climbing. Another 50 yards uphill
I found a pretty substantial splash of blood on a vertical rock face – at last, another clue!

Surely this was evidence that I’d find my ibex soon?!
Yet try as I might I failed to find any further sign above, below, around or nearby that splash
of blood. In truth I couldn’t even figure out how a single animal, let alone dozens, had
traveled between the blood and my arrow: there were no tracks, and some thick brush
between the two locations showed no indication of passage, broken branches, or freshlyfallen leaves. I texted the mystery to my friends as I methodically searched the area,
which required climbing, scaling and otherwise negotiating steep rocky crevices. I
searched anywhere an ibex might be curled up hidden from view.
Eventually my mulling led me to conclude my arrow and the blood spatter had both fallen
from above, so I worked my way to the top of the knife-edged ridge to search for sign.
Again, nothing. I surmised if the billy had been on the finger he may have fallen over the
other side. I did my best to look below but rock overhangs hid much of the narrow chute.
I tried entering the crag from the top end but a sheer face stymied me. I descended and
tried climbing from the bottom but a huge boulder was lodged between both sides, forming
a sort of a cave with an overhang only Spiderman might bypass. I tried scaling to one
side of the face and though I probably could have done it, when I reached a height of 15feet and realized I’d have to go at least ten more, I reasoned the potential slip and fall too
risky to continue.
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I eased my way back down, which was trickier than the ascent had been, and walked
underneath the huge boulder as a last resort. I noted a small circle of light at the uphill
end of the boulder so braced my hands and feet between the rock faces and shinnied ten
feet up. By pulling cobbles and smaller debris past me I was able to enlarge the opening
barely enough for me to squeeze through vertically, which put me at the floor of the
crevasse. At that point it was relatively easy to search the narrow crack. I didn’t find my
billy, but discovered the front half of my arrow, covered in blood, and proving with certainty
he had been above me on the ridge of rock: the halves of my arrow had fallen on either
side. The evidence also confirmed a complete pass through and I knew he was dead
somewhere and it would be strictly a recovery mission.
I redoubled my efforts to leave no stone unturned in my search. My next move would be
to proceed along the route the charging herd had taken, but that involved dropping a lot
of elevation and I knew if I failed to turn anything up below it would be almost impossible
to convince myself to climb back to the area. I would search until I knew he wasn’t laying
hidden anywhere in the upper region before moving on.
After grinding it out another couple hours I reluctantly acknowledged my ibex was nowhere
in the vicinity and the odds of my finding it had dwindled. I texted the status to friends and
began descending. I zigzagged, making certain he wasn’t piled up beside any bushes or
tucked in the bottom of smaller ravines and arroyos, but by halfway down the slope I still
couldn’t figure out where the herd had traveled. I texted one friend “Must be a bad Indian,
50 ibex charged down this hill and I can’t even find a track”. I was getting pretty dejected
and began to worry even if I found my trophy the meat and hide would compromised, given
the heat. While I strive to shoot the biggest animals I can find, the main reason I hunt is
for meat, so every passing hour decreased the value of any trophy by my standards. To
quote Steven “Meateater” Rinella, a hunting conservationist and spokesman I recently
watched on TV “If for whatever reason I approached a downed animal and could only take
the head or the meat…no question, it would be the meat. But when I can take the head
and the meat… that’s special”.
Finally near the bottom of the slope I found overturned rocks, deep hoof prints and other
obvious sign I was on the track of the fleeing herd. The terrain was more open with few
places for a body to go unnoticed, so I followed the churned earth rapidly, assuming my
billy had been tucked in with the group. When I reached an arroyo crossing at the bottom
of the drainage I found a few specks of blood on a rock! Eureka - I was on track! The
bottom was a smooth rock face and with careful examination I discovered drops of blood
angling across. I piled small stones next to each clue and began to create a visual path
to help anticipate the route. As I ascended the slope I picked out drops here and there on
stones and marked each with a small pyramid of stones.
Progress was tedious and painstakingly slow. I would lose the sign, forge ahead to scan
the area, fail to find my ibex, and return to the last sign only to discover another drop I had
missed, which would allow me to track another few yards before losing the sign and
repeating the cycle of progress and failure.
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One of my markers on the track
The fact I had a continuous blood trail cemented my belief a dead ibex lay somewhere,
but the sun was high and my progress a snail’s pace. I was hot, frustrated, exhausted,
and emotionally drained. I had envisioned finding my trophy within 30 minutes of
searching, but I’d been at it for over 6-hours and felt no closer to the end than when I’d
begun at daybreak. I prayed for stamina. I texted a close friend a phrase that came to
mind “I’m trying to follow the blood of the lamb but keep losing my way.” Granted the billy
was technically no longer a lamb, but the Lord was the sacrificial lamb for our sins and my
failure to stay on track seemed to mirror stumbles in my own life.
I couldn’t fathom why the Lord would allow me to see, stalk, and lethally shoot an ibex and
then not recover it. I didn’t understand why things were going as they were and silently
wondered if He was trying to teach me something through the ordeal.
At one point a few specs of blood seemed to angle away and downhill from where I had
seen the herd top over the ridge, which I took as a good sign my animal was forced to
abandon the herd and I’d find him soon. Yet a search below revealed nothing and again
I wondered if my efforts would be void.
I kept grinding, visualizing myself as the dogs of my lion hunting friend on a faint track on
dry ground. I’d seen his dogs sniff and work among the rocks until their noses bled, yet
they refused to quit (see my Mountain Lion 2012 story). I vowed to do the same. I made
a deal with the Lord to make some changes in my life if He would allow me to find my ibex.
Another hour passed. I lost the trail again, rambled ahead to search, yet was forced to
return to the last clue. A series of blood specks at the beginning of a huge rock slab should
have made the trail easy to follow across the smooth face with no vegetation to hide the
sign, but the stone was unblemished. I backtracked thinking the ibex had done the same,
but all evidence indicated he had trotted onto the rock before apparently vanishing.
It was nearly 4pm and I had done everything I could. No further evidence was to be had.
I was done. Dead end. Failed. Finished. Lost. Hopeless. I sipped tepid water from my
backpack. It wasn’t going to happen. My dreams of a triple play were over.
With no further clues I forced myself to loop ahead one final time. I scanned below, hoping
he had tumbled to the base of the rocks and piled up along the brush line. I weaved back
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and forth to search possible hideouts. I climbed up and began to loop back to the final
evidence, intending to call it quits when I reached my backpack. Suddenly as I scaled
along a vertical stone wall…there he was!!! I sank to the ground, humbled, relieved and
utterly spent. I took a quick rangefinder reading to the knob he’d been on when I shot:
653-yards. He’d traveled less than half a mile: at their pace it had taken less than 5minutes. It was obvious the billy had died quickly yet his adrenaline and will to live had
been enough to carry him one and a half times around a track while dead on his feet.
I assessed him and quickly discovered his internal organs had plugged my arrow’s exit
hole. When I clipped a protruding finger of intestine blood gushed out of his body cavity.
Had it spilled along his route the paint trail would have made the recovery a piece of cake.
My immediate worry was for the condition of the meat. The upper side of his hide felt
warm to the touch, which was a bad sign. But the underside was cool. Figuring a few
more minutes wouldn’t make any difference I quickly snapped some photos before
preparing to break down the animal and hopefully salvage the meat. I texted friends and
family to proclaim the good news “I found him, praise God!”
When I began skinning the beast the meat was surprisingly cool. Besides divine protection
all I could figure was it had been very cool the night before, which helped chill the meat.
Then the ibex had been in the shade for much of the morning and against a cool rock face
that had taken a long time to warm, and finally its hide served to insulate the carcass from
the rays of the sun. I praised God as I noted no hair slippage to indicate a ruined hide and
every cut of meat to be relatively cool with no discoloration or discernable smell to indicate
any taint. Each bag of meat was laid in shade to keep it cool as I worked and soon the
sun’s rays dipped below the horizon, further cooling the air.
By dark my pack was full and I began the steep descent to my truck. I saved the hide for
my taxidermist friend, and that plus the meat and horns made a rather heavy load, but I
wanted to avoid another climb so forced myself to haul it in a single trip.
I crossed paths with one rattlesnake, an inconsiderate fellow that didn’t buzz advance
warning, but thankfully he retreated into some yuccas to avoid me. Besides the reptile the
pack was as uneventful as a nighttime drop down rocky terrain can be and I reached the
truck without incident.
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A backpack laden with trophies: one I nearly didn’t expect to have
My third ibex wasn’t the biggest in the herd, in fact it’s the smallest I’ve taken, but I consider
this trinity to be my grandest hunting achievement to date. I say this not out of
boastfulness, but from humbleness. I’ve had numerous difficult hunts, but this one pushed
me beyond my perceived limits and I dug deeper than any time before: both during the
pursuit itself and the recovery. Praise God for helping me rise to the challenge. Amen
and amen.

Trinity – what an amazing blessing
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